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THE ~cONNECTICUT ~CAMPU.S
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY DURING THE COLLEGE YEAR

VOL. V

No.2

STORRS, CONN., FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1918

CHANGES OF WAR MILITARY WEEK
TO MAKE STATE
DIRECTOR· BAKER
RAISE ITS FOOD
GOES TO FRANCE ADDS TO FACULTY
TO BE GAY TIME
WILL HELP CONDUCT EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM.

INCREASED STAFF AT COLLEGE
THIS YEAR.

FRIDAY NIGHT BALL AT THE
ARMORY IS PLANNED.

EXTENSION SERVICE PLANS
CAMPAIGN.

Government is Attempting to Give the
Soldiers a Training for Peace.

Men Come from Leading Universities
and Colleges of this Country.

Class Suspension Allowed so Affairs
of the Week-End May be Success.

Windham County Farm Bureau Puts
on a Home-Grown Dinner.

H. J. Baker, director of the Extension Service of the collei'e, is to leave
.the latter part of December for
France, where he will he connected
with the Army Overseas Educational
Commission. He has been granted a
year's leave of absence from the college.
This commiss•i on is working under
the auspices of the National War
Work Council and is a part of the
plan the government has for providing for the future of its soldiers. Mr.
Baker was appointed to the commission by President Kenyon L. Butterfield of Ma9sachusetts Agricultural
College, who is to head the agricultural division of the work.
About twenty-five men, selected
from different college·s, will have

The many changes in !the faculty
The members of the S. A. T. C. are
and the extension ·s ervice staff are
planning to hold a Milittary Week
due prineipally to the war. Many o-f
End, beginning Friday night, Decemthe men left to enlist and the inber 13. The first big event will be
creased enrollment in the Home Ecothe S. A. T. C. Military Ball, which
nomics Department and in the S. A.
will be held Friday night at the HawT. C. has made it necessary to have
ley Armory.
more instructors.
William Maloney of Company A is
Richard E. Dodge, who is as·s istant
chairman
of the entire a.f fair. Mr.
County Agent Leader, comes directly
Maloney has chosen for the social
from Washington, Conn., where he
committee Donald Hirsh, chainnan,
has been a practical farmer for the
past sev·e ral years. He was for some with Francis Ryan, Albert Rober.t s,
years on the staff of Teachers' Col- Austin Eaton and William Hennegan
lege of Columbia University and last as his aids•. The decorating committee includes Edward Sherman, chairyear was connected with the State
man, and Fred Maier, Alfred Reed,
Counsel of Defense.
Henry Dorsey, who is the Exten- William Quigg and Clarence Mackay
as assistants.
sion Agronomist, received his B. S.
Boxes have been planned for this
Degree i~ Agriculture from the Uniyear, as iri previous years. Pres•i dent
versity of West Virginia in 1914, and
and Mrs. C. L. Beach and Lieutenanthis M. S. Degree from .the same inColonel and .Mrs. W. F. Flynn, will
stitution in 1916. He has had exhave the honorary box, which will be
perience in teaching in Montgomery,
placed on the stage. Nexot in order
West Virginia, and in the University
will be a box for officers, a box for
of West Virginia. He has done
the faculty, a box for the patronesses,
County Agent work also.
William A. Rhea, Extension Dairya box for the N. C. O.'s, the remainman, is a graduate of the University
ing boxes to be used by privates•. In
of Missouri, where he received his
all there there will be about 200
B. S. Degree in 1915. He did gradcouples present, with about -ten boxes.
uate work at Cornell, where he reDancing will begin promptly a.t 8.30
ceived hi'S M. S. degree.
He has
and will continue to one o'clock.
taught in the Universities of MissouPickett's Orchestra from Willimantic
ri and West Virginia.
will furnish the music.
Walter Stemmons is a graduate of
As in previous years, out-of-tOI\Vn
the SChool of J ourn,alism, University
girls as well as out-of-town men are
of Missouri, and before coming here
expected to be entertained. The girls,
was editor of ·the publications of .
with the proper chaperonage, will be
Oklahoma Agricultural College.
lodged in the fourth section of Koon's
I..loyd Watson comes from Alfred
Hall. It is expected that there will
University, Alfred, N. Y.
He rebe more than 75 v·i siting girls with
cei•ved the degree of A. B.. in 1905
as many visiting men.
and of A. M. in 1913. He is the exThe patronesses for the evening
tension bee 'Specialist and is instrucwill be · MistSes E. J. Rose, Edith
tor in Household Physics.
Mason, B. Barker and V. Z. Taft.
Merle S. Klinck, instructor in AgAn address by a noted speaker will
ricultural Engineering, has been
be given Saturday, followed by Presiteaching at Alfred University. He
dent's Hour. The me,mlb ers of the S. A.
received hi-s B. A. degree from Ohio
T. C. will be given academic class
State University in 1916.
suspension during the week-end, so
Leroy S. Chapman is ass·istant
that everyone may take part in the
dairy husbandryman of the Storrs
"doings·.''
Experiment Station. Mr. Chapman
A basket ball game, followed by a
51pecialized in dairying at Connectitea served by the members of the
cut Agricultural Colleg.e in 1917.
Home Economics Department, will be
Mrs. Glenn H. Camp'b ell, who has
the attraction in the .a fternoon, while
charg-e of the Home Economics
the main attraction of Saturday will
Courses in English and in History,
be the minstrel show in the evening
received her B. S. Degree at Iowa
under the direct supervision of LieuState College in 1916.
tenant L. T. Brown. After the minPierre Gault, instructor in Military
strels there will be dancing until 12
French, studied at the Petit Seminaire
o'clock, the music being furnished
de Notre Dame des Champs, Paris,
again by Pickett''S' Orchestra.
(Continued on page 2)

The State of Connecticut imports
three fourths of its food products,
according to food authorities. To
overcome this the Extension Service
of the college is trying to increase
production and to put the state on a
more nearly self supporting basis.
This has been the goal of all organizations for agricultural progress in
the state.
The various county Farm Bureaus,
organized by the Extension Service,
have been of great value in this work.
The Windham County Farm Bureau,
at its recent corn show, had on display an exhibition Thanksgiving dinner composed of food products grown
in the county. The centerpiece was a
pumpkin, filled with apples, pears and
grapes, grown in the county.

H. J. BAKER.
charge of the educational work in
agriculture for the soldiers. · These
men will direct the activities of about
two hundred men nOiw with the overseas forces and who will have direct
responsibility for clas•s work. The
commission has made a survey of
agricultural college graduates in the
overseas army with a view to selecting a large staff of trained men to
do the teaching.
Mr. Baker is a graduate of Massachusetts Agricul1tural College and has
been director of extension here for
several years. He has 1built up the
Extension Service in Connectieut until
it compares favorably in organization
to any in the country.
(Continued on page 2)
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CO-EDS' PETITION
GRANTED.
The faculty has granted the
petition of the co-eds, asking
for a Christmas recess. While
no definite number of days• has
been granted, the women will
probably have the same vacation the men do-approximately
ten days.
The young women feel that
these few days will give them
a much-needed rest and relieve
the monotony of the . former vacationless year.
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WHITNEY HOUSE REBUILT.
College Buys Additional Property to
House the Employees.
The Qld Whitney h'ouse is in the
process of reconstruction. It is impossible to say just how long before
it will be completed but eventually it
is ~ be made ov:r into tJwQ apart- .
ments which will .probably be occupied by the families of Benj. C. Helmick and Merle S. K1inck.
Some time ago the college came
into possession of two more houi!PeS,
those on the back road beyond the
horse barn. Nothing has been done
with them as yet, but it is probable
that in time they will be converted ·
into tenements for farm employeea.

•
THE
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DIRECTOR BAKER.
(Continued from page 1.)
The work in France will necessitate
hi s absence from Connecticut for at
least one year and possibly for more.
The board of trustees on October 20
granted him a year'.s leave of absence.
The Y. M. C. A. is assisting with
the plans for the education of the soldiers and Mr. Baker's work will be in
close coopera~ion Jw1th that organization. The a:gricultuJ'Ial instruction is
Ollly one phase of the work. Other
vocations will be taught with the idea
of equipping the men to enter immediately into some trade or profession
upon their return to thi·s country. It
is felt, however, that the agricultural
work will be one of the big features.
The govel'nment is now considering
measures for ,providing farms for returned soldie1'S, and it is hoped to
have the men equipped to take up
this vocation if they care to do so.
The exact date on which Mr. Bake.r
will sail has not been determined, but
it will be ·t he latter part Qf December.
Mrs. Baker and the baby will remain
in this country writh relatives. ·

CHANGES OF WAR.
(Continued from page 1)
and also studied Electricity and Mechanics at a trade school in Pal"is.
In 1906 he went to London, where he
i1npro_ved his English. For the pas·t
three years he has given p»ivate lessons and has also taugM French in
llhe Elizabeth Duncan School in Tarrytown, N. Y.
Arsene Croteau received the degree
of B. L. irom Laval Un)versity in
Quebec in HU1, and since then has
had much practical experience in
private lessons and in evening classes m French. He is instructor in
Military FPench.
&n C. Helmick, instructor in
agronomy, received the degree of B.
S. in Farm Crops from Iowa Sltate
College in 1914. In 1915-16 he did
graduate work at Cornell and receiVIerl his M. S. there. In 1916-17 he
was part-time ass·i stant at Princeton
and 1917-18 he was assistant professor of agronomy at the University of
M·innesota CoUege of Agriculture.

WHERE THE OFFICERS GO.
:Men in Charge of S. A. T. C. Work
1\'lake Future Plans.
After the military officers are releas·ed from their duties here they will
probably return to their respective
places as follows: Lieut.-Col. William F. Flynn to his farm in Westboro, Mass.; Cap'tain Harry J. Nesbit to his home ~n Detroit, Mi\:!h.;
Lieut. Raymond H. Goodale to Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.;
Lieut. Herbert R. BrowR to University of Syracus-e, Syracuse, N. Y.;
Lieut. Leon-ard T. Brown to Washing_
ton and Lee University, Lexington,
Va.; Lieut. Douglas E. Brown to
Harvard
UniveTsity,
ambridge ,
Mass.; and Lieut. William J. Arn er to
Lehigh, University, Lehigh, Pa.

CONNECTICUT
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WATER SHORTAGE VALUE OF SHADE
IS. TESTED OUT
NOW THREATENED
MAXIMUM PUMPING CAP A CITY
IS USED.

GARDEN DEPARTMENT IS
INVESTIGATING.

May have to Find Substitute Supply
for Shower Baths, etc.

Cucumbers and Muskmelons Tried Out
under Canvas to Determine Results.

George Blake, manager of the
grounds, reports that at present there
is being used 65,000 gallons of water
a day. When the pump is· in good
working condition it is possible to
get 72,000 gallons of water., with the
pump working 24 hours a day.
The water supply is low now, due
to the amount neeessary for the 400
S. A. T. C. men. For three weeks the
amount per day totaled 72,000 gallons-in other word&, more water was
used than can be supplied tSteadily.
A test is being made in an effort
to mak-e more use of the dam which
supplies the dairy, horse barn and
cow barn; that is to use some of this
water for showers and where pure
water is not needed.
It is apparent that each and every
one of the students, S. A. T. C. and
community, mus:t use g:reat care and
save water. Mr. Blake reports that
last year, through carelessness, more
than 155,000 gallons of water were
wasted in one building in a month.
Let the slogan be "Save Water."

During t~e s·ummer the Gardening
Department conducted a preliminary
investigation in growing cucumbers
and mushmelons under shade., similar
to that in which tobacco is ibeing so
extensively grown. Because of so
favorable condition for growth of the
cucumbers this season no conclusion
can be drawn fro.m 't he results secured
this year, though there seemed to be
a larger crop from plants under the
shade. The work will be carried on
another season at least. In this
work no attempt was· made to keep
away insects as carriers of spore or
germ infections. The main question
is, do the bright rays of the sun
weaken the plant and make it more
susceptible to attack?
This year the Gardening De·p artment had growing in the small fruit
gardens some ,plants of the purple
cap raspberries (Columbian). From
its behavior it seems this would be a
very desinble plant for the home garden fruit plantation. They seemed
to withstand the cold of last winter
most excellently. The flavor combines that of the black cap and the
red, but not so acid as the red. The
plants were very prolific.

BIG FEED FOR STAY -OVERS.
Dining llaU Did its Best To Supply
Thanksgiving Cheer.
Whatever else Thanksgiving may
mean to an American, espeeially a
New Englander, it means sitting
down with his friends to a particular_
ly bountiful dinner, comprising in the
main certain special dishes- you an
know what they are. The management of the D.ining Hall seemed to
know just how a fellow feels when
he has to be away from home on
Thanksgiving, after seeing his companions depart in high spirits, and
set out to do all in its power to remedy the situation.
Meals were served on Sunday
schedule, and all patrons of the
place were requested to come at once.
The barometer of spirits rose several
degrees after a breakfast of, oatmeal
or puffed ·wheat with bananas and
milk, rolls and butter, .poached egg
on toast, fried potatoes and coffee.
Really, it seemed like Thanksgiving
after all, and there was certainly no
doubt about it when at 12.30 o'clock
we arrived to find the dining room
decorated with flags; homey-looking
tables with their snowy linen, and
centerpieces
of pumpkins, corn,
grai ns and pine twigs; waiters, everything for one's• comfort. In fact, the
whole atmosphere was so homelike
t hat several came in and sat down
before realizing that they had not
paid for their dinners.
The army,
faculty men, dining hall management. waiters and girls had separate
tables . The menu w.as very well
planned, served and cooked.

NO PEACHES THIS YEAR.
Severe Winter Gave the Orchard
Severe Setback.
The college peach orchard, which
wa s planted in the spring of 1911,
has made a very satisfactory growth
and has produced two good cro·p s of
fruit. The winter of 1917-18 was so
severe that no live blos.gom buds remained, hence there would be no crop
in 1918. For this reason and 'b ecause
many of the trees were too tall, the
orchard was given a severe pruning;
all of the main limbs and branches
were cut back to within three or four
feet of the trunk. After the orchard
was pruned it was a sorry looking
sight to many, but the trees· have
made a very heavy growth, and at
this writing the wood is in good condition to go through an average winter.
Not as many . fruit buds have developed on the rank growth as would
have developed if the trees· had not
grown as rapidly, still there are
enough to produce a good crop during the season of 1919.
The condition of the orchard now,
as compared to what it would have
been if the heavy ,pruning had not
been given, is- first, the trees are
not · as hi gh; second, the young bearing wood is lower down; t hird, it will
be easier to spray; fourth, many
trees will be harder to prune because
of the large numbers of closely-growing branches; fift;h, the trees are not
quite as spreading, but this is offset
by the fact that the limbs do not
meet across t he rows.

ALUMNI NOTES.
Harold B. ·Blakledge, '15, and Albert F. Aulick, '15, are located at
Muskogee, Okla., where Blackledge
is President Of . the largest nut shelling factory in the Southwest. Aulick,
who was formerly manager of a large
sugar plantation in Cuba, is working
for Blakledge. Both are now married.
Leo Marks, '15, is now Assistant
State Club Leader for W1y oming. He
is interested in several oil companies
and expects to devote all of his time
to that indnstry in the future.
Dwight K. Shurtleff, '04, has been
promoted to the rank of LieutenantColonel. He is located at Washington, D. C.
Richard Storrs, '09, died November
13, 1918, of wounds received in action
in France.
Miss Pauline Hopson, '08, is at
present doing War Work in Boston,
Mass.
Ralph Averill, '03, is at present residing in Wethersfield, Conn.
"Porky" Hayes, '21, :w as a recent
visitor on the "Hill", following his
honorable discharge from the Training Camp at Camp Lee.
Lieut. Frederick Bauer, '20, has
been very ill of the influenza at a
Hartford hospital.
A. J. Brundage ha·s completely recovered from a serious automobile
acddent. The only remains of the
accident are a pair of horn-bow gla8'8es and a relic of a Ford automobile,
the latter being at the back of his
house on "Mosquito Alley."
Frank P. Miller, '16, who has been
connected with the Farm De,partment
here since his graduation, entered the
S. A. T. C. 'h ere ·b y virtue of deferred
classification.
Since being released
fll'om military duty: he· has been working temporarily at Scoville's in Wat- ·
erbury, and while there was sent for
by Professor Garrigus- to come West
and help bring bac}t some stock.
George B. Durham, who has been
on dairy official test work in the
southwestern part of the state, arrived in Storrs on December 3, to see
What arrangements it would be poss•ible for him to make towards resuming his college work the first of the
year.
John A. Kuelling, '17, who was instructor in dairying last year and
who gave up that position to enroll
in the S. A. T. C., has been released
from that branch of the army, and is
now assistant to Profes·sor C. A.
Wheeler.
A. G. Tappert. '18, recently employed on the college farm at Georgetown, was a recent visitor on "the
hill."
Lieutenant Spencer W. Barlow, '17,
stopped at the college on his way
home from Camp Zachary Taylor, after receiving his honorable discharge
from the army.
Francis J. Mahoney, ex-:'20, was
here in naval uniform a short time
ago.
Henry Monroe, after s.p ending
some time in the S. A. T. C. is now
back in the Poultry Department as
Superintendent of the ·e gg laying
contest. He was in deferred classification of S. A. T. C., and following
an issue from Washington he was automatically dropped.
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GIRLS AND BEES
SHARE COTTAGE
CARRIES ON WORK

DEP'T OF BOTANY

MANY INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS UNDER WAY.
Botanical Garden Staff Interfered
with by Demands of the War.
During the past summer the department of Botany and Genetics has
been carrying on its usual series of
investigations at the Botanical Garden. Among these is the study of inheritance in squashes, this being the
third season's work on the problem.
A large number of pure lines of
squashes have by now tbeen established, and a beginning has been made in
determining the manner in which various important characters of vine
and fruit are inherited.
The work in· sunflower breeding
was continued, and the problem of selecting soy beans for high oil content (conducted in cooperation with
the Department of ·Chemistry) was
carried through its second season.
The general problem of growth ratios and growth correlations in beans
was continued and extended by the
aid of a grant of money from the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. A large number of bean plants were grown under
various environmental conditions, and
determinations were made of the dry
weight of root, stem, leaf, and fruit.
In cooperation with Dr. J. A. Harris of the Station for Experimental
Evolution at Cold Spring Harbor, the
department is studying the structure
of abnormal bean seedlings• to determine the relation between structural
abnormality and functional v.igor.
The beans are raised by Dr. Harris
and their internal anatomy is being
studied in the laboratories here.
In cooperation with the Poultry Department a study of the inheritance
. of weight in poultry is being carried
on, two years of work having just
been completed on the problem.
Brahmas were crossed with Leghorns, and the first two generations
of their offspring will be analyzed.
Next year the Botanical Garden
will return to its peace basis, and will
display all the more important crop
plants and garden flowers, arranged
according to families and marked
with labels.
A considerable space
will be reserved, as formerly, for
class work in genetics and for experiments.
At the beginning of this last season Robert Belden, '20, was in charge
of the garden, but after his de·p arture for Camp Devens• early in July
his place was taken by D. A. Evans,
'20. Miss Dorothy Moore, Wellesley,
'18, and Miss Dorothea Harrison,
Smith '18, were members of the garden staff during most of the summer.

P. L. Sanford, who underwent an
operation at Day-Kimball, the Putnam hospital, in order to be able to
pass the physical examination for the
S. A. T. C., i•s with us again. As the
S. A. T. C. will soon disband, he is
working at the Poultry Plant.

TWENTY COLONIES IN DORMITORY BASEMENT.
Department of Agriculture to Cooperate with U. S. Department.
There are twenty colonies of bees
in and about Grove Cottage. Their
winter quarters are in the cellar of
the Cottage.
These quarters are
nothing more than a dlark room, for
bees get restles'S if not in the dark
during the winter. They remain in a
semi-dormant stage, eating very little of the honey provided for them
in the dark hives. So long as the ·
temperature does not fall below 50
degrees in the winter quarters, no
harm will be done. In the fall there
are about twenty to twenty-five
thousand bees in a colony.
Beside the twenty colonies at the
Cottage there are thirty-nine more at
the old poultry plant. The old poultry plant is to be superseded by the
apiary.
The thirty-nine colonies
there now ·will winter out of doors
this year, but in the spring a modern
plant will be ,b uilt to carry on the
work of the apiculture department.
Courses in this department will be
open to students.
Two hundred millipn pound'S of
honey are produced annually in the
United States. The wholesale price
this year is thirty-two cents a pound.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture
estimates that every square mile of
eastern United States has two tons
of nectar secreted in flowers but only
one-twentieth of it is ever gathered
by bees, simply because there are
not enough bees for the task. The
bees convert the flower nectar into
honey. It takes four pounds of nectar to make one pound of honey.
Our department of apiculture will
cooperate with the U. S. Department
of Agriculture in the work of teaching the value of bees and bee products
and how best to obtain and care for
them.
WIN BASKETBALL GAME.
Co~lege

.

Boys Easily Defeat Willimantic Y. M. C. A. Team.

Our S. A. T. C. team, composed of
men from both companies journeyed
to Willimantic Saturday evening,
trimming the fast Y . .M. C. A. team
of that place, 43 to 17. To pick the
star performer is impossible, for
each and every man performed in a
brilliant manner.

H. E. Remington &Co.
Clothiers and
Outfitters
WILLIMANTIC, CONN

HOTEL HOOKER
Eur.o pean Plan.
P. W. CAREY, Manager.
Wlllimantic, Conn.

]. C. LINCOLN CO.
FURNITURE, CARPETS, STOVES,
CROCKERY, WALL PAPER,
CURTAINS, BEDDING, ETC.
Furniture 705-3
Undertaker 705-2
Willimantic, Conn.

Bay State Drug Company
APOTHECARIES.
Huyler's Candies, Perfumes, Cigars
and Everything in the Drug line.
745 Main Street, Willimantic, COilll.
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Why Not Send
Your Apples
"Over There?"
BY MAKING YOUR ORCHARD
NET MORE FRUIT

E. C. EATON,'ll, Tree Surgeon
AUSHINDALE, MASS.,
Can make it possible.

G. N. ABDIAN
You have all seen his Silk Leather,
and Felt Banners and Pillow Covers.
Just wait for his call, or write to
999 Broadway, West Somerville, Mass.

The Wilson Drug Co. Dry Goods and Groceries

Established 1829. Incorporated 1904.
Wholesale and Retail Druggists,
Eastern Conn.'s Leading Drug Store.
723 Main Street, Willimantic, CoDD.

OUR MO'M'O:
To give our customers the very bett
goods and to make the prices as low
as is consistent with good quality.

H. C. Murray Co.

H. V. BEEBE,

DRY GOODS

A. C. Andrew Music Co.

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

Headquarters for Musical Goods of
every description, Standard and Popular Sheet Music, Talking Machines and
Recorda. High-grade Piano• for Callh,
Exchange, or on Easy Payments.
666 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

WOMEN'S STUDENT
G.OVERNMENT.

"Very Well, and Good."

The first steps towards women's
student government have been taken
and the system is already working
out with satisfaction to the faculty
and students.
At a meeting held December 2, a
constitution was adopted.
Following are some of the principal
s-ections:
Article I. Name-The name of
this organization shall be "The
Women's Student Government Association of the Connecticut Agricultural College."
Article II. Aim-The Association
shall aim to promote the spirit of mutual helpfulness, service and self- government among the students, and to
strengthen their loyalty and sense of
respons·i bility towards the colleg·e.
Article III. Membership-All students registered in courses other than
extension and summer courses shall
be members of this As<Sociation.
Article V. Student Council-There
shall be a student council, consisting
of eight members, as follows: The
president, vice-president, secretarytreasurer of the Student Government
Association, one Freshman representative, one special representative, two
house chairmen and one faculty representative.
Article XI. Amendments-Section
1. A two-third majority vote of the
members present at two consecutive
mass meetings shall be required for
an amendment to this Constitution.
These mass meetings s hall be duly
advertised two day:s before their holding.

STORRS, CONN.

This expression is· frequently heard
coming from those engaged in some
phase of the dairy industry, when the
result of doing this or that has been
just as they would have it be. It is
not at all infrequent that such is likewise their expression, when, time after time they observe how positively
clean, sweet smelling and sanitary a
thing is made when washed by the
use of

'j:ii!li!.e!{P
They realize a much greater benefit
than even this, however, for but little
comparison i · needed to show plainly
that milk and its p,roducts coming in
contact only with sanitarily clean
surfaces will retain their original
purity and freshness for a much longer period of time. While this fact
has been conclusively proven time and
again by scientific experiment, few
realize until they use W'Yandotte
Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser just
how valuable it is when put into
practice.

®

You may, therefore,
Iadian ia
be confident that you
Circle In
are making the safest flfery packkind of investment in
are of
placing an order with
your supply house for .
this cleaner. It Cleans
_ .
·
Clean.

_

This cleaner ha.s been W~andotie
awarded the HIGHEST Dairyman'•
PRIZE whererer ex- Cleaner ud
hibited.
CleanHr.
THE J. B. FORD COMPANY,
Sole Manufaeturets,
WYANDO'M'E, MICH.

.
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~be ~onnttticut
~ampus

SANITARY CORPS
WORK EXPLAINED

Published Semi-Monthly by Students
·
of
The Connecticut Agricultural Colle•e,
Storrs, Conn.

ARMY OFFICERS ADDRESS THE
FACULTY CLUB.

STAFF
Editor-in-chief
HELEN L. CLARK, '19
Manaa-ing Editor
M . GERTRUDE LUDDY, '21
Business Manaa-er
GLADYS V . DAGGETT, '19
Aclvertl sl n~r Manager
SALOME C. SMITH, '21

Circulation Ml)na~rer
VERA A. LEE, ' 21
Rc-porters
E. M. Anderson, '22
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EDITORIAL.
In . these days of uncertainty one
n ever knows· quite what to believe and
what not to believe. Certainly rumors have been flying around "the
hill" for the past three weeks. Would
the S. A. T. C. be demobilized right
away, or would there be time for the
dance? Would the uniforms be iss ued'! Would the co-eds begin a new
s mester, December 30th, or would
they complete this one as planned?
Would the faculty give a Christmas
r cess ?
All of these questions and many
more have been raised. No one knew
positively the an&wer to any one of
them and yet no one who was asked
any of them hesitated to give an
answer.
"And so the story grew." Why do
we not all try to stick to facts- which
we know and not try to answer questions which we cannot answer?
A
recent speaker here stated that the
best place in the world for rumor to
grow is in the army. Let us try to
make our part of the army an exception to this rule.

Watch .your step-Rernember
a's Friday, the Th·i'rteenth!
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SEAMAN DEMING.

The following article is taken in
part from "The New Haven JournalDr. Cody Tells of Uncle Sam's Efforts
j Courier" of November 26. Seaman E.
to Guard Health of Men.
; L. Deming is a former student of this
institution. ( ex-'14).
The Faculty CluJb held an open
"Mrs. J. L. Deming of this city ha'S
meeting at the Armory, November
received a letter from her son, Ed18, with addresses by Captain H. C.
ward L. Deming, telling her of the
Cody, ·in charge of the New London
part the submarines took in th~ only
Civil Sanitary District, and Lieuten~ ant W. F. Perrington, who is a mem- ' naval engagement of this W'alr with
the Austrian battles·h ips. Seaman
1 her of the U. S. Public Health SerDeming enlisted in New London in
1' vice in New London.
The lecture concerned the work of June, 1917, and was called to Newport in Sep-tember of the same year.
the Public Health and Sanitation Service in the Army and Navy.
Dr. : From there he went to Nantucket
' where he did patrol duty until JanCody spoke as follows:
"In 1798 the United States had a • uary. Then he entered the submafairly presentable merchant marine, . rine school at New London, and was
thus making it necessary to esta'b lish · aboard a submarine doing duty in the
engagement which he describes.
Public Health Service for the men.
From New London he was sent to
Later an Act was passed which treatthe Charleston, S. C., navy yard with
ed as to the health and sanitation of
a clas•s of twelve men, twho were classthe Naval men. A:flter the Civil War,
ified as listeners to detect the presthere was practically nothing left to
ence of sUibmarin.es. From Charles· thi Act and it was not observed.
ton he was sent overseas to the '
"At the outbreak of the war with
Adriatic and the Mediterranean,
· Germany, however, a Marine Hospital
where
he has been during the last
and Public Heallth Service was esthree months and where the engagetablished, which has lasted until the
ment takes place. His letter follows:
pre ent day. The functions of this
U. S. Naval Forces in Europe,
service are the care of diseases of
October 3, 1918.
men and their prevention. This serDear
Mother:
vice has the power to quarantine. It
I have been under fire of the enemy
also has a department for the control
for the first time, and I came out
of new diseases.
without a scratch. Sure have seen
"When the war broke out, the sersome excitement in the past two days,
vice was needed for the health and
We were in the battle of--, and
anitation of forces at the army canbelieve me it sure was some soerap.
tonments.
This was called Extra
You will probably read of it in the
antonment Zone San~tation.
The
home news·papers, a·s it is the first
conditions at the Army Camrps were
naval battle in the war in this area.
bad at the time the Public Service
Our boats were the first to draw
was called. An officer was de,t ailed
the fire from the Austrian fort a t at every camp; he was to work with
and the last boats to leave the scene
the local and military authortties
of battle.
ther<~.
The Army and Navy coopeThe first shot was fired by the
rated with the service. It was left
Austrians about 10 a. m., but fell
to the officer in charge how intensive
'way short of us as we were not yet ·
and how much work he was to do.
quite within range of their guns.
Only officers with considerable knowledge and experience were chosen. The Italian ships replied to the enemy's shot and the Italians sure did
Some of the conditions found at the
make it hot for the Austrians.
Army Camp were a menace to the
About this time we had quite a bit
health of the soldiers.
The·r e were
of excitement to takil care of ourmany good opportunitlies in the SoUJth
selves, so I did not have a chance to
for the service to dbtain permanent
watch the progress of the battle. A
results which would live after the
bunch of our planes flew over us and
wat·.
bombed the city of-- . The lal'ge
"The water supply in evel'y area
battery of Austrian guns was silenced
was thorouoohly investigated as to the
half an hour after the fighting besource and composition. If the regan. You could see several ships in
sults were satisfactory, it was seen
the harbor on fire.
The Austrians
that .they remained so.
In some
sure were in hell about that time.
camps because of the large amount
of contaminated drinking water, These U. S. chasers have done all
that was expected of them, and more
there were special laboratory examito.o. This one engagement ha& more
nations every day.
than paid for sending us over here.
"The milk supply is a big problem
I sure would not have mi·s sed this
~o cope with.
A milk s•pecialist was
for anything. Shells landing on both
obtained to analyze the supply in a
sides of us, but the Hun could not
Southern city of 22,000 inhabitants.
get our range.
We are a mighty
It was found that the people obtained
small target when so far from shore.
all their milk from 700 cows.
Of
The trip over from our base was the
com·se the milk was tested and from
roughest I have experienced in these
that time on the people obtained 400
waters and I have seen it pretty
ga11ons more than they ever had beroug-h. Coming back from the batfore. From the time of the analysis
t le it was even worse. We were t akthe milk was· delivered in half-pint
ing water over our bow most of the
indi<void ual bottles. This was enforced
time.
(Continued on page 6.)

LETTER FROM G. S. TORREY.
Dear Mrs.. Beach:
It is more than five months now
that I have been owing the Red Cross
a letter of thanks for the socks which
you gave me in their name just as
I ·was leaving. At last I am going .
to pay it by telling you about my
fi.r st contact with the Rild Cross in
France, which occurred only last Sun_
day, while I was visiting the capitol
city of this Department.
A friend of mine and I made the
trip to town, which is about twenty
miles from our ·b illets. We rose just
before daylight, and walked three
miles to the station, munching our
_breakfast of Y. M. C. A. crackers and
toast s·aved f r om the evening mess, as
we went. We .showed our passes at
the window and bought our tickets,
18 cents apiece, and before long were
tucked away in a third-class compartment for our trip of an hour and a
half. A good many other soldiers
boarded the train at other s•tops, so
that we had a long line when we descended at our journey's end and filed
through the office of the Assistant
Provost Marshal to have our passes
stamped again. The first object to
meet our eyes as we left the station
was a serie·s of Red Cross buildingslong, one-s,t oried structures, containing a reading room, a dispensary and
a dining room. It was the latter that
intere&ted chiefly, and we determined
to visit it to good purpose at dinner
time.
As that delightful hour was still
some distance away we set off
through the town to visit the Cathedral, which is one of the famous ones
of France, dating from the 12th Century.
By that time it was dinner hour,
so we hastened back to the station,
and lined up outside the door of the
Red Cross dining room.
I was
where I could look in through the
kitchen window and ·see what awaited
us. The kitchen work seems to lbe
done by French women, while the
managing and counter work is in the
hands of American workers of whom
we saw four or five on duty. Our
period of waiting came to an end at
last, and we filed in past the front
of the counter, where for the modest
sum of two francs-forty cents-we
carried away a plate of veal, potatoes, peas and gravy, with bread, a
big bowl of hot chocolate; and last,
but by no means last, a plS~te of
chocolate ice cream.
We are on edge nearly all the time
now wi.th the political and military
news. It looks as though I should
see Storrs again before many mqnths!
In the meantime please give my best
regards to all the members of the
Red Cross! I think of Storrs and
everybody in it much of the time.
Sincerely yours,
G. S. TORREY,
Priv. 1st Class, 2nd Bn.,
Intelligence Sec., 303d Infantry,
A. P. 0. 773, American E. F.
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CON~ECTICUT

P. 0. EQUIPMENT ARRIVES.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

Some sadly needed post-office
-equipment, which has been on the
:road for over two months, has at last
_arrived, and it is h<Yped, will soon be
installed.
The improvements. this
will make will facilitate greatly
bandling the post-office work here.

The Connecticut Chapter of Commons Club announces its admis-sion to
the National Federation of Phi Mu
Delta.
A very Merry Christmas and a
Happy ·a nd Prosperous New Year to
all,
From the
CONN. CHAPTER OF PHI MU
l}E-I:;T; •

NOTES.
H. B. Price has· returned to his po:Sition as· instructor in Agricultural
.Economics.
Miss Anna M. W-allace, a former
instructor, was here on Thanksgiving
.day.
Some of the former College men
~ho expect to resume their college
work next semester are: Lieutenant
H. Perry Averill, '20, Sergeant
George Heid, '21, and Private Robert
:Belden, '20.
Owing to some trouble with the
draft hoods in the Chemistry laboratory, those of the class in analytical
chemistry who did not take their cuts
-over the holiday were given an .enforced, but nevertheless welcome, vacation on the afternoon of Dec. 2.
The faculty social committee, com_
posed of Dr. E. W. Sinnott, chair·man, Mr. A. J. Manter and Miss Ella
.J. Rose, are giving their hearty sup:port to -the Y. M. C:. A. Secretary in
regard to all the social affairs of the
·c ollege this year.

VALENTINE HOUSE NOTES.
Miss Mable Perry of Providence,
R. I., 'was the guest of Miss Helen

Barker over the Thanksgiving weekend.
George M. Butler of Bridgepor.t
was a guest at. Valentine House over
the Thanksgiving week-end.
The Sigma Alpha Pi has intrusted
their piano to the care of the girls
at Valentine House until further notice. · The girls appreciate this more
than any other one article in their
'living room.
The next group to take command
of the Practice House under Miss
Barker's direction consists of Mrs.
.A. S. Butler, Misses Mwbel Bennett,
.Anna Larsen, Katherine Potter, and
Mrs. E. C. Bissell. This group will
·take charge December 17.

FACULTY CLUB ELECTIONS.
The faculty club has its room in
the Hawley Armory. . Meetings are
beJd there regularly once a month,
special meetings being held from
time to time. The new officers are
G. H. Lamson, President; G. C. White,
Secretary and Treasurer; A. G. Skin'ller, member of the Executive Committee. The club consists of about
forty members, which includes all
members of the college faculty, experiment station, and extension ser-vice.
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SANITARY WORK EXPLAINED.
(Continued from page 4.)
as an ordinance: As pasteurization
is the only safe way. of producing the
best milk, a plant 'was im'mediately
established.
"Next was the question of the sewage dis•p osal. They found a certain
colored section in the South which
had absolutely no sewers. The conditions were a menace to the health
of eve1·yone. A gang of men was
able to connect up a sewage system
with 350 houses in 30 days. Rural
sanitation is also another divisional
duty of t he service. Mten were sent
to different comities, their duty being first to ge-t in touch with the
local au,thorities and then to make a
house-to-house campa·ign which included all the farm houses in the district.
"Men were sent to construct privies for sanitatiqn. All the owners of
the farms had to do was to furnish
the material for the necessary changes while the men supervised the work.
There were 500 sewer·s built at a cost
of $9,000 to $12,000. The most serious result of poor sewage diSiposal
was the spreading of typhoid fever.
The men in service were continually
supervising the draining out of the
marshes and ditches and the oiling
of swamps. The Public Health and
Sanitation Bervice also deals with the
control of food and the food SU!Pply in
cities and elsewhere. The·r e is a continuous inspection of every restaurant
in the district and rules and regulations as to sanitation and cleanliness
of food had to be enforced. If the
owners did not comply with the rules,
they were either brought into court
or military men were not allowed admission to their restaurants.
The
reStaurant keeper who had a good
record for sanitation was awarded a
certificate .
"As reg ards the control of communicaJble diseases, the service has
the cooperation of all graduate nurses. This indudes the Red Cross
nurse as well as any other kind. They
were sent. out on investigations and
it was their duty to re.p ort every
communicable disease found.
From
this, a large amount of valuable statistics were obtained. These nurses
went into the homes of every one, investigating, helping, advising, and
demonstrating, and their assistance
and cooperation were invaluable.
"At the present time there are rna_
rine hospitals installed in every port
in the United States, where men in
both Army and Navy, that is, all enlisted men, are treated free of charge.
"The Public Service also examines
every immigrant who comes into
America. The influenza epidemic
was also a part of the service's work."

THE D-INING HALL
FEEDS 'EM FAST
"GRABATERIA" PLAN PROVES
EFFICIENT AT C. A. C.
With Tray in Hand you Charge the
Food Line Thrice Daily.
You have learned of the number of
S. A . T. C. students quartered at
Connecticut Agricultural College, of
the Army officers, the increase in
Faculty and Extension Staff and
the increase in the number of
co-eds.
Perhaps you have made
a mental calculation as to the
total of all these numbers; if so, you
found it around 500. Did it occur to
you to wonder how an these persons
are fed, when the old "Mechanic Arts"
builcling seatecl, as you will recall,
only about ~ 00 at most'?
No, the new Dining Hall i not yet
built. We eat in the same old place,
but the1·e arc changes. The bell no
longer rings at 7, 12 and 6. The rule
that if you are more than ten minutes late you get no service, no longer holds. But the most radical
changes are in the dining room itself.
As you enter you see at eithe·r side
of the door long rows of bare tables
placed end to end. Directly in front
of you is another table piled high
with little black trays. A sign behind this table bears the inscription,
"Take A Tray." You proceed to do
so, aml find yourseU face to face
with A. C. Bird seated behind a cash
rP.~ ister, and he holds you up for the
pri c~ e of a feed.
Directly in front of the kitchen
doors is stil.l another table flanked
on two sides by blue-aproned "K.
P.'s". On either side of this stretches a 'long counter behind which stands
a row of white uniformed helperrs.
You follow the crowd up past the
"Baby Grand Victrola" 1which deposits a square of butter on your
bread and butter plate-no more butter chips,--help yourself to a slice
or two Jf bread and proceed onward
the length of the counter, accumulating in due course of time your meat,
vegetables, drink and dessert. Then
you "column right", or "column left",
as the case may be, to the end of the
hall, where you supply yourself with
a paper napki n and some assorted
silverware.
By this time your tray is full.
The noise, bustle nnd confusion
around you are driving you onward.
Your impulse is to flee to some safe
spot where you can take an inventory
of your tray of carefully gathered
poss ~ ss ions , but there seems to be no
way of escape, Ro you drop into the
nearest vacan t chair, place your tray
on the table in front o ~ you and go
to it.
Your a-ttention is very much distracted from your meal by the almos•t endless line of persons coming
and going, and you begin to wonder
if out of all this sea of faces there
are not some familiar ones.
You
look carefully and discover several
men of the classes of '19, '20, and '21,
as well as a few of '18. You might
also notice that Bridges·, ex-'19, and

TO RETAIN CAFETERIA PLAN:.
Dining Hall will Not Go Back to
Waiters.
There has been a question in the
minds of many people as to how the
Dining Hall shall be conducted after
the S. A. T. C. is disbanded and the
college returns to its former basis.
Everyone will no doubt be glad to
learn that the cafeteria system will
be carried out, as has been the custom up to the presenjt time. Although this system was rather a disappointment at first to those who
knew the old method, with table linen
and waiters, it is working out in a
most efficient manner and in all prolbability will prove satisfactory in the
future.

-
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Blevi ns, ex-'20, are 1back again. That
familiar voice you heard leading the
cheering ·and singing outside the
door belongs to H. A. Brundage of
Company A. T·he Navy is L. C. Alberti. Is he sittihg with some women'? Those are IJ)roba·b ly girls of
the Land Army who are taking short
courses her e in milk te ting.
That
other fellow with them is L. M. Chapman. He has a position with the
Dairy Depar.tment now.
You wonder how the cows and
chickens get along when you see John
Kuellin g and "King " Monroe in the
S. A. T. C. Perhap you noticed E.
H. Geer serving behind one o.f the
counters and somewhere else his
younger brother. Those scared looking females scaJttered around on the
w'est side of the hall are the co-eds.
If you happened to be -t>her.e at the
right time you might halVe recognized
your former economics teacher, H.
B. Price; on "K. P.'' Several people
may have attracted your atterution
whom you do not know, but those
faces seem vaguely familiar. These
are probably the little brothers of
R. H. Barrett, C. A. Barnes, J. F.
Ryan, D: A. Graf, and perhaps others. Over near where the co:eds
used to sit, is a table set with a cloth
and presided over by a waiter. That
is the officers' talble.
By this time you have finpshed
eating and you carry your tray of
empty dishes to the table in front of
the kitchen doors, leave it and walk
out, worming your way through the
crowd. Outside, at the foot of the
steps is a platoon waiting its turn to
eat, and on the walks you meet tM>
or three more plaltoons marching
toward~ the place.
You begin to feel a profound respect in a system ca.p·aible of feeding
all these people without making any
more fuss about it.
The efficient
management of the place is to be
credited to Miss Taft and her assis-tants.
Mi ss Hutchinson and Miss
Porter, who are all very proficient
in this line. It is understood that
Mdss Taft will later conduct college
courses in institutional management
for the girls who are to specialize in
that particular branch of Home Economics.

I
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REAL TRENCHES
BUILT AT STORRS
BAYONET RUNWAY ON BALD.
KNOB HILL.
When Student Soldier Gets Through
Charging Play Enemies He's Tired.
A bayonet runway has been constructed at the top of Bald Knob Hill,
eoutheast of the apple orchard.
At the north end of this runway is
an ordinary first line firing trench
equipped with traverses and fire
bays. The distance from this trench
to the ramp is approximately 30 feet.
On the other side of this ramp is an
example of a simple communication
trench, although it is much more
shallow than a real communication
trench. The floor of this trench . is
raised in the middle so that the water
will drain off.
Right on the edge
of this are prone dirt dummies~
The distance from this trench to
the next dummies, which are standing
wooden ones, is about fifty feet and
in approaching this the long .p oint advancing is used. The dis·t ance to the
next dummies is about 60 feet and at
thi·s point are two set.s of dummies;
upon the first the long point is used,
and on the second the short point and
the jab are used. After the man
4
'gets" these dummies he is about
44
all in", according to a local military
authority, but he goes on the remaining 30 feet to the enemy firing
trench.
This runway was ;planned to be
much more elaborate, but on the ·s igning of the armistice, all previous
plans were dropped and it remained
an example of the most simple type
of runway.
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SELLS BULL TO COSTA

RI~A.

College Bred Ayrshire Comes of Best
Dairy Families.
Prof. G. C. White recently sold an
Ayrshire bull to Ricardo Jiminez of
Cartago, Costa Rica. The bull was
born here January 25, 1918. It is
nicely marked, being more than half
red, and shows every indication of
becoming a bull of very unusual
type.
His dam, Mauchlin Snowdrop 2nd,
is a state record cow for Connecticut.
W:ith her first calf she .produced 420
lbs. of butter, with her 3rd calf 577
lbs. of butter. With her fourth calf
she made a state record at five years
of age with 14,065 lbs. of milk and
659 lbs. of butter. She is milking
no1w with her fifth calf and will probably beat her last 'l'ecord.
The s·i re of this bull calf is Strathglass Whitehill True. He has some
good daughters coming along in the
college herd. His mother has an especially high record of 12,999 lbs. of
Her
milk and 633 lbs. of butter.
half-sister has a record of 16,811
lbs. of milk and 739 lbs. of butter.
She traces back to animals closely related to the 1b reed's best producers
and show winners.
The sire of
Strathglass Whitehill True was Mr.
Chrisholm's herd sire, Netherland
True to Time, which was sire of the
1916 Grand Champion ·bull, Cold
Chink, at the national .show, as well
as other prize winners.
Not many were fortunate enough
to see the young bull ·b efore he was
sold.

HOME FOR STENOGRAPHERS.
Whitney Hall Apartments to be
Occupied by Girls.

THEY JOINED ARMY.
Extension Staff Loses Workers
Because of the War.
The following members of .the Extension staff resigned to join the
army or to do other war twork: J. A.
Simms, H. A. Brund~ge, G. H. Campbell, M. F. Abell, B. A. McDonald, P.
L. Sanford, and R. H. Barrett.
Miss Pauline Correy has just gone
across to do Y. W. C. A. work, consisting in re·p orting news of sick soldiers to their parents in this country.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR S. A. T. C.
On the afternoon of Thanksgiving
day the ladies of the church held an
entertainment and reception for the
member of the S. A. T. C., wh':o were
unable to go home. The Star Spang_
led Banner and other songs were
sung, followed by games and a pleasant time in general.
Refreshments
were served.

Irving G. Davis, State County
Ag ent Leader, will take H. J. Baker's
position as Director of the Extension
Service, while Mr. Baker is on overseas duty.

It is understood that about the mid-

dle oo December there will be available for the use of office employees
four bedrooms in Whitney Hall in the
apartment formerly occupied by Professor Monteith. These rooms will be
practically furnished with the exception of bedding, and will include
the use of two sitting rooms, a dining room, kitchen and bathroom.
Although this will accommodate
comparatively few girls it meets a
long-felt need of the stenographers
here for a place they can call their
own. It is hoped that in time similar
arrangements can be secured for
more of the girls. As it is, applications will be considered in the order
of seniority of service.

S. A. T. C. OFFICERS
STATIONED HERE
RETIRED OFFICER CALLED INTO
SERVICE.
Plattsburgh Training Camp Furnishes
Five Lieutenants.
The commanding officer of the S.
A. T. C. is Lieut. Colonel William F.
Flynn, who supervises. the entire
work of the S. A. T. C. After graduating from West Point in 1883, he
went to Texas with · the 8th Cavalry.
He has seen service in the West, in
Mexico, Fort Ethan Allen in Vermont,
Cuba, and the Philippines. He was
appointed Captain in 1&99 in Cuba,
and in No'vember, 1908, was promot~d to Major at Fort Washkin, Wyoming. He was appointed LieutenantColonel at Storrs, Conn., in September, 1918. Thinking there would be
no more wars he retired after thirty
years of service. He was mistaken,
and after war broke out he offered
his services. Next June he will have
been forty years in .service.
Captain J. Harry Nes.b itt, of the
42nd Infantry, is now on detached
service at this institution. He makes
out the programs for field training
of the men, also the drill. After
leaving high school he entered the
insurance business.
He received his
commission as first· lieutenant at
Plattsburgh and was assigned to the
42nd Infantry. He has seen service
at Fort Sheridan, Illinois, and Camp
Dodge, Des Moines, Io~a, also guard
dwty at Tuckahoe, N. J., guard·i ng a
supply ofT. N. T. He attended both
. the first and second training camps
at Plattsburgh and was instructor
there from May 30, 1918, to September 19, 1918. While there he was
promoted from Lieutenant to Captain.
Lieutenant William J. Arner attended the summer training camp at
Plattsburgh h1 1918, after completing
a two-years' course at Lebiigh Uni.
versity. He is commander of A Company.
Lieutenant Herbert R. Brown is
the junior commander of A Company.
He completed one year at Syracuse
University and attended the second
Plattsburgh Training Camp. He has
(Continued on page 8.)

MARY ANNA SODA SHOP
AND TEA ROOM
Main and Union Streets
Willimantic, Conn.

HELPS FARMERS ORGANIZE.
Prof. G. C. Smith, marketing
specialist for the Extension Service,
has assisted the farmers in starting
four cooperative tobacco organizations and two grain-selling and buying organizations. He has also established for the benefit of ·t he producer and housewife local market
reporting systems· in New Haven,
Hartford, Bridgeport and Waterbury.

PRINTING

ASSOCJA TED DENTISTS.
Dll. JACKSON
DR. COYLE
716 Mala Street,

WUHmaatle. Coma..

L. J. STORRS, President- Treasurer·
P. J. TWOMEY, Vice-Pres.-Secretary
Established 1862.

THE WILL1MANTIC LUMBER.
AND COAL COMPANY
LUMBER, COAL, LIME, CEMENT'
AND BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
Office and Yard:
87 Church Street, Willimantic, Conn•.
Telephone Connection.
This Store Offers Best Values;
The Most for Your Money;The Most Real Value for Every Dollar
You Spend.

J. B. Fullerton & Co.
Willimantic, Conn.

BUTLEMAN'S
LADIES' TAILORING
Specialty in Ladies' Wearing AppareL
790 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

MRS. E. SNYDER
Dealer in all kinds of
BREAD, CAKE AND PASTRY
Weddings and Parties Supplied at
Short Notice.
31 Church Street, Willimantic, Conn.

The Elite Restaurant
Willimantic, Conn.
The Place that Convinces.
T. F. SHEA, Proprietor.
STEAM CARPET CLEANING
and Rough Dry Family Washing, u
well as our famous Shirt and Collar
Work, is sure to please. Pric• rirht.

MAVERICK LAUNDRY AND
CARPET CLEANING WORKS
828 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.
Opposite Hopker House.

HENRY FRYER
MERCHANT TAILOR
Full line of Foreign and Domestic
Woolens. Latest Styles and Moat
Fashionable Designs.
672 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP
BERKSHIRE SWINE
SHORTHORN AND
HEREFORD CATTLE
PERCHERON HORSES

The Connecticut
Agricultural College
FARM DEPARTMENT
LET US MAKE THAT NEXT
GROUP PHOTOGRAPH.

The Dinneen Studio
HARTFORD, CONN.
Printers, "The Connecticut Campus"

PHOTOGRAPHERS.
67 Church Street, Willimantic, Conn.
Telephone 163-4.
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Students' Army Training Corps.
The war has vitally affected the
life of all -colleges and universities.
It 'Was early recognized that young
men with college training had the
basic knowledge required of commissioned officers. Our colleges, always
hotbeds of patriotism and loyalty,
furnished thousands of ·g raduates and
under-graduates as -candidates for ·a dmission to the first Officers' Training
Schools. The extension of the draft
.age and the proposed in-crease in the
army from two million to four million soldiers, called for the corresponding increase in commissioned
and non-comm~ssioned officers. To
meet the emergency, the Students'
Army Training Corps was established
and the Colle·g es of the country were
invited to co&perate with the War
Department in training for leadership
in the army, and the student soldiers
assigned to them.
Collegiate sections of the Students'
Army Training Corps have been established in about six hundred colleges. Eligilbility to the Collegiate
Section of the Students' Army Training Corps is limited to registrants
under the Selective Service regulation who are physically. fit to perform full or limited military duty
and who0 have at least ·a high school
education~ or ilts equivalent.
Upon
admission to the Students' Army
Training Corps, a registrant becomea
a soldier in the Ar·m y of the United
States. As soch, he is subject to
military law and to milittary discipline at all times. The uniform of a
student-sold;er and his alloW!ance of
clothin~ willlbe that of a private, and
will be furnished complete as· far as
practicable.
The instruction is in part military
and in part allied subjects that ha·v e
value as a means of training officers
and experts to meet the needs of the
service. Eleven hours per week are
devoted to practical and theoretical
military training and forty-two hours
per week to allied subjects. The allied subjects include War Issues,
English, Surveying and Mapmaking,
MiJritary French, Chemistry, Geography of Europe, Hygiene and Camp
Sanitation, Meteorology, Deseriptive
Geometry, Mechanical Drawing and
Military Law. The military instruction is given ,b y the Commanding officer and staff, the instruction in allied sUibjects lby the Faculty of the
college.
The Students' Army Training
Corps was established to meet an
emergency. At the end of hostilities,
colleges will resume their regular curricula. It is quite probable, however,
that plans will be 1perfected to retain
the military instruction to train reserve officers for the Army.

Dr. C. E. Simonds, the former c.Ol1ege physician, has left his practice
to Dr. R. C. White of Willimantic.
Dr. Simonds having been commissioned a captain, has been assigned to one
of the southern camps.

.,
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B Company has been organized into
two American Fighting Platoons with
Sergeant Maier in charge of the 1st
Platoon and Sergeant Evans in
charge of the 2nd Platoon.
Extended order, using .s ignals, intensive bayonet work and something
new in P. T. will comprise the afternoon program until dismissal.
Orders requesting the complete
outfitting of each man on this post,
before discharge, have 1been received
from Major Dillon of the Northeastern Di.v ision.
Field Service study under Lieutenant L. T. Brown has been discontinued.
A new schedule with reveille at
6.25 o'clock, and taps at 9.45 o'clock
has been put into effect.
On the evening of December 1,
most of the men performed the pleasaDJt task of signing the pay voucher.'
Shortly the men must discontinue
singing "All we do is sign the payroll but never get a gol-d·a rn cent."
Many men on furlough, because of
physical disability, lack of proper induction, or who for other reasons
were sent away, have returned, that
a complete discharge may be given
them.
Class schedules have 'been rearranged in order that all men may be
free to attend President's Hour
weekly.
Wo0rk on the papers in connection
with the discharge ha·s begun in earnest. A clerical force of 15 or 20
has been toiling industriously for
several days.
Before being discharged all who
have been properly indueted will be
given an opportunity to take out
government insurance.
Many have
signified their intentions of taking
the maximum amount-$10,000.
The formal .o pening of Co. B noncom room took place Saturday afternoon, November 30th.
Lieutenants
L. T. and D. E. Brown were in attendance as guests•. Refreshments were
in a!bundance and a good time was
enjoyed by all. Two former students,
George Hayes, recently discharged
from the 0. T. C., and Francis Mahoney of the regular navy, were also
present.

Storrs Garage The Tubridy Weldon Co•
Telephone 599-4.

THE METROPOLITAN STORE

OUR 'BUS

OF WILLIMANTIC.

Leaves Willimantic De.p ot 10.05 a.m.,
and 6.30 p. m., every week-day for
Connecticut Agricultural College; 4.00
p.m. every week-day, except Saturd~y.
REPAIRS AND SUPPLIES.
AUTOS FOR HIRE- Day or Night.

Our Specialty:
GOOD SIIOES FITTED RIGHT

BLANCHETTE & HOFFMAN

THE UNION SHOE CO.
Willimantic, Conn.

Bakers and Dealers in
BREAD, CAKES AND PASTRY
of every description.
44 Church Street, Willimantic, Conn .
Telephone Connection.

Sell Reliable Footwear
Your Patronage Solicited.
CHAS. F. RISEDORF, Proprietor.
Your Wanta in the

HERBERT E. SMITH

JEWELRY LINE

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

will receive prompt attention at

Thoroughly Practical Watchmaker.
684 Main Street,

J.

Willimantic, Coan.

RIGHT STYLE

at

Storrs, CoiUI.

AUTO PARTIES

•

SUNDAYS AND EVENINGS.
Sunday Parties by Hour or Trip at
Reasonable Rates.
Telephone 581-3.

776 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

RIGHT PLACE for RIGHT PRICE

H. W. STANDISH

When in need of SPORTING GOODS
try

JEWELRY OF QUALITY
Special Order Work and Repairing a
Specialty.
Kodaks and Supplies.

The Jordan Hardware Co
They carry a complete line.
664 Main Street, Willimaatic, Coma.

Willimantic, Conn.

725 Main Street,

Willimantic, Coma.

HENRYS. DAY

EDGARTON--FOLSOM CO.
LADIES' HATTERS

C. TRACY'S

688 Main Street,

RIGHT TIMES

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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2 to 1 Advantage
IN BUYING A

L

~L
NOW

Butter-fat is now worth twice as much
as it was two or three years ago.
So is Labor.
A De Laval saves Both.
And never before w.as there so urgent
reason for saving every ounce of butterfat and every half-hour of time and labor.
A De Laval will now pay for itself in
half the time compared with former years.
Buy it now, and it will save its cost in
a few months.

ONLY TEN PER CENT. UNFIT.
Out of a total of 386 men who reported for physical examination for
admis•sion to the S. A. T. C., 37, or
ten per cent., were rejected as unfit
for military duty.
Twenty-five men under draft age
enrolled for military and academic
instruction, but were not required to
take the physical examination.

SEE THE NEAREST DE LAVAL AGENT, OR WRITE
DIRECT FOR ANY DESIRED INFORMATION.

ONE MILLION OF INSURANCE.
Company B is ·proud of its record
in taking out government life insurance. The company t ook out $1,000,000 worth of insurance, and
though this is beneficial to the men
·themselves, it also shows that the S.
A. T. C. is still 'b acking Uncle Sam.

THE BRICK - SULLIVAN
SHOE COMPANY

The De Laval Separator Company
165 Broadway, New York

29 East Madison Street, Chicago

50,000 Branches and Local Agencies tlte World over.
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Y. M. C. A. IN WAR TIMES.

APPLES "SOLD AT THE DOOR."

Efforts Put Forth to Care Properly
for Soldier Boys.

Price of Barrels Makes Shipping
Expensive This Year.

When the S. A. T. C. was first organized at the college no provision
was made for a Y. M. C. A. or other
organization which prOIV'ides for the
welfare and comforts of the boys.
Several attempts were made to institute a Y. M. C. A. here,"the lastt attempt, which wa•s due to the efforts
of Mr. J. S. Miller, was successful.
Mr. Miller who for many years has
been a member of the Y. M. C. A.,
is familiar with tlle work, and owing
to his interest in the work, and the
fact that he is v.e ry popular with
the faculty as well as the students
here, he was elected secretary of the
Y. M. C. A.
The Y. M. C. A. here is connected
with the social committee of the college. Dr. Sinnott is chaiJ.:man of
this committee and is as usual more
than eager to cooperate with the Y.
M. C. A. director in giving the students good entertainments and lectures. Mr. Manter and Miss Rose,
who are on the commitltee, endeavor
to makE' it a success.

The apple harvest is about over.
Much of the fruit has been sold "at
the d~r", as the price of barr-els
was too high to warrant buying extra baTrels for ·packing and shipping.
The supply o~ hand 'carJ.1ied over.
from la st year was enough to pack
about 100 barrels, which went out on
special orders.
The department expects to be able
to furnish the boarding department
with apples until late in the winter
or early spring.

The Y. M. C. A. that has been established here is a regular Army
Y. M. C. A. Its purpose is to look
after the social welfare of the men.
This is accomplished 'in three waysfirst, physical, second, moral, and
lastly through religion.
The physical part of the Y. ,M. C. A.
work will be in providing athletic
equipment for the various sports,
such as football, basketball, 1b aseball,
and boxing.
The moral side of the Y. M. C. A.
will be in providing for clean, wholesome entertainments, such as mo-vies,
dancing, vaud.e ville and stunt nights.
Company competition beitwen different squads, and different platoons
gives good, wholesome entertainment.
It might be well to mention under
the moral side of it that many more
lectures by prominent men are expected; these will usually be given on
su~1ciay afternoon.
It is felt by some Y. M. C. A.
workers all through the country that
the morale of the boys can only be
kept up by looking into the physical
needs and also the moral and religious ones. For this reason Y. M. C.
A.'s are a necessity to the men in
service.
Under au pices of the Y. M. C. A.,
an entertainment is provided every
Saturday night at Hawley Armory
f.or the benefit of the S. A. T. G.,
Collet-te and Community. On November 23, the program consisted of movies. The program of November 30
was al o movies· and between reels
some very delightful vocal solos were
rendered by Mrs. T. L. Bostwick of
New Haven . Aft r the movies came
dancing.
Under the direction of the Jewish
Welfare Board a Chanuka dinner was
given to the Jewish boys of the S. A.
T. C. Chanuka is· an eight-day holiday and began Thursday, November
29. It is a feast of dedication celebrating the deliverance of the Jews
from the cruel Syrian king, Antio.chus
Epiphanes. In the absence of Rabbi
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Now at College
Book Store:
A complete line of

College Jewelry.
Christmas Cards,
Seals and Wrapping for
Christmas Packages.

S. A. T. C. OFFICERS.
(Continued from page 6.)
direct charge of bayonet instruction.
He is also quartermaster of the po!rt.
He is also mess officer, supervising
cleanliness and efficiency in the mess
hall and attends to the duties CYf
"K. P."
Lieutenant Douglas E. Brow,n is
the commander of B Company. He
completed one year at Harvard and
attended the Plattsburgh Camp from
June 4 to September 6.
Lieutenant Leonard T. Br01wn completed ~hree years at Washington and
Lee College, Virginia, and attended
the first PlattSJburgh Camp from
June 4 to July 4 .and the second from
July 18 to September 16. He special:.
ized in small arms firing and was
transferred to Camp Perry, Ohio.
He is junior commander o.f B Company and in direct charge of rifle
practice, including instruction in manipulation and actual range practice.
He is conducting school classes in
field service regulations here.
Lieutenant Raymond H. Goodale
ai:Jtended Wesleyan Unive~rsity two
years, taking the pre-medic course.
He attended Plattsburgh Camp from ·
July 18 to September 16, and attend·
ed a special school in Platts.b urgh
from SE:;ptember 16 to September 23,
training fo-r personnel duty.

I I I

The College Book Store
IN THE MAIN BUILDING.
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The Connecticut
Agricultural
College ·
Storrs, Conn.

Ettel on of Hartford, J. S .. Miller
welcomed the guests.
The Y. M. C. A. also furnishes
Sunday mass· meetings. On N ovember 24 at 4.30 p. m., a meeting was
held in the Armory.
J. S. Miller
spoke briefly of the Y. M. C. A. Conference at Groton. Prof. W. F. Kirkpatrick spoke on the effect of the war
on the religious thought of the world.
Pres. C. L. Beach told of his recent
trip to Washington in regard to the
status of the S. A. T. C., and told
of the future plans of the S. A. T. C.
as far as he was· able to find out
about them from Washington.
The Y. M. C. A. ·s ecretary has received notice from the executive offices at Boston that the War WtOrk
Council has definitely decided to continue its work among the students at
the college, and after a few adjustments are made, the weekly programs
will continue.

FOUR-YEAR COURS~ in Agriculture, designed to t~ain
young men as Scientific Farmers, Teachers, and Agricultural Experts. Entrance requirements, four-year high
school course. B. S. degree.
TWO-Y'E AR COURSE in the School of Agriculture, for those
who have not the preparation, time, funds, or inclination
to take the four-year course. Open to those who have
completed the work of the common school.
FOUR-YEAR COURSE in Mechanic Arts. Four years of
high school work required for entrance. B. S. degree.
FOUR-YEAR COURSE in Home Economics. Open to young
women who are high school graduates. B. S. degree.
SHORT WINTER COURSES in Agriculture.
Recent appropriations have provided additions to lands, buildings and equipment valued at $950,000. _Expense!J .low.
No tuition charge to residents of Connecticut. Military
instruction. A catalog will be sent upon request.
CHARLES LEWIS BEACH, President.
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